INTRODUCTION
The équivalence of two (context-free) grammars is undecidable in gênerai. One attempt to overcome this difficulty is to look for algebraic invariants which then can be investigated by means of mathematical methods. Very natural algebraic candidates which one can associate to a given grammar G = (V, X, P, S) are the so-called Hotz monoid M(G) = (V\JX)*/P which is the free monoid over V{JX modulo the productions P and the Hotz group H(G)^F(V\JX)/P which is the free group over VVJXmodulo P.
In [5] Hotz showed that the Hotz group of a reduced context-free grammar dépends on the generated language only. Frougny et al proved in [4] that the Hotz group is in this case canonically isomorphic to the free group over the terminals modulo the generated language. Thus, two equivalent grammars have canonically isomorphic Hotz groups. Now, groups have a lot of computable invariants which can be used to get information about the language. For example, we may compute cohomology groups. One obtains thereby lower bounds for the number of productions which are needed to generate the language, see [2] for applications of this. Languages with a Hotz-isomorphism (on group level) are recursively enumerable languages L<=X* where there is a generating grammar G such that the groups F(X)/L and H(G) are canonically isomorphic. Clearly, if a language L^JSf* belongs to this class then F(X)/L is finitely présentable. Here we prove the converse: if F(X)/L is finitely présentable then there is a generating grammar where the Hotz group is canonically isomorphic to F(X)/L. If the group F(X)/L is given by any finite set of relations and if we know whether L is empty or not, then we can effectively construct a generating grammar which allows the Hotzisomorphism. Thus, few information about L is enough to construct such a grammar. In fact, we prove a stronger result which implies that an analogous assertion holds for Hotz monoids, too. We also show that the class of languages with a Hotz-isomorphism is closed under inverse surjective homomorphisms whereas this class was known not to be closed under inverse homomorphisms in gênerai.
In paragraph 3 we investigate Hotz-isomorphism theorems for cancellative monoids. In paragraph 4 we discuss the relationship between the type of the language and the type of the grammar which gives the Hotz isomorphism. Our construction yields a grammar which is not context-sensitive even if we start with a regular grammar, in gênerai. However, as long as the grammar is context-free, it is well known that a suitable grammar of the same type is obtainable simply by reducing. For context-sensitive languages L we do only have an analogous result of type preserving, if the collapsing group F(X)/L is finite. For F(X)/L infinité there are very simple examples of contextsensitive languages which have a Hotz-isomorphism but no generating context-sensitive grammar which yields it.
In Part II we show that for a given grammar without any further information the following questions will be undecidable in gênerai: Does the grammar itself have a Hotz-isomorphism? Does the grammar produce a language with a Hotz-isomorphism? However, in some sense the first question is simpler than the second. We shall prove that the first one is semi-decidable, whereas the second question is not. Finally, we solve another open problem: we show that there is no algorithm which transforms every given grammar into an equivalent grammar with a Hotz-isomorphism, if such a grammar exists and which may produce any garbage otherwise.
The present paper is an extended version of our paper presented at the conference STACS88 at Bordeaux. The paragraphs 3 and 4 are new, so is Theorem 18 and the proof of Theorem 17 which is much simpler than the original one given in the proceedings. We would like to acknowledge a remark of a référée of STACS 88, which stimulated the work in paragraph 4. We also thank Klaus-Jörn Lange for helpful discussions.
NOTATIONS
For the algebraic concepts used in the paper the reader is referred to [1] . The language theoretic background may be found in any textbook on formai languages, e. g. in [6] .
By X we dénote a finite alphabet. A grammar (over X) is a quadruple G = (F, X, P, S) where V is a set of variables with VC)X=0, P ü {V U -X)* x (V U X)* is a finite set of productions, and S e V is an axiom.
The generated language of a grammar GisL(G) = {weX* \ S=>w}. By a lan-G guage we always understand subsets LgJf* of the form L = L(G) for some grammar G. If M is a monoid and R ^ M x M is a set of relations then M/R means the quotient of M by the congruence generated by R.
where Q is the intersection of ail congruences having the property that for ail M, V, X, yeM it holds: if uxv and uyv are congruent, then x and y are congruent. Finally, if X is any set then F(X) means the f ree group over X. By Z we dénote the group of integers.
I. ALGEBRAIC PART

The main Theorem
Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a grammar and L = L(G) its generated language. We associate the following algebraic objects: M (G) = (V U X)*/P and
= F(V\JX)IP, where M{G) is called the Hotz monoid of G and H(G)
is called the Hotz group. There is a natural mapping of X to these objects which factorizes through the quotient X*/L. More generally, by an X-monoid (X-group resp.) we mean a monoid (group resp.) M together with a mapping i M : X -> M. A morphism of X-monoids is a homomorphism f:M->N such that i N =f i M . Also, if M is an X~monoid and ƒ : M -• N is any homomorphism to a monoid N then AT will be viewed as an X-monoid with respect to the composition ƒ i M . We shall speak of N as an X-monoid without specifying ƒ, if ƒ is clear from the context. The central example of X-monoids and Xmorphisms is given in the following commutative diagram where all arrows are canonic&l:
Although we are mainly interested in the case when i H :
is an isomorphism, we work with the morphisms i and i c , too. We therefore distinguish three levels. We say that a grammar G has a Hotz-isomorphism on monoid level (cancellative level resp., group level resp.) if the X-morphism i(i c rQsp. y ï^resp.) above is an isomorphism. A language L<=X* is called a language with a Hotz-isomorphism on monoid level (cancellative level resp., group level resp.) if there is a generating grammar with the corresponding property. Context-free languages (in fact, more generally, homomorphic images of sentential form languages) are languages with a Hotz-isomorphism on cancellative level, see [4] , Prop. 3 ([2], Thms. 3, 4 resp.), but there are regular languages without Hotz-isomorphism on monoid level, see [3] , Rem. 1.2. If the level is clear we sometimes omit it and we shall speak of Hotz-isomorphisms only.
The main result of the paper is stated in the next theorem. lts proof will follow from Theorem 4 and Corollary 9 below and is given in paragraph 2. 
if F(X)/L is finitely présentable as group then F(X)/L is a finitely présentable monoid. Further if M(G) is isomorphic to F(X)/L then we have
• Remark: Corollary 3 was first stated and proved in an unpublished manuscript of the second author, [8] . It answers an open question stated in [2] . The effectiveness of Theorem 1 carries over to Corollaries 2 and 3 in the following sense: Say X*/L(F(X)/Lresp.) is given by some finite set of relations over X and L is given by some generating grammar. Then we can effectively construct a grammar which générâtes L and with a Hotz-isomorphism on monoid level (group level resp.), provided we know whether L is empty or not.
During the proof of Theorem 1 we shall see that the type of the constructed grammar has, a priori, no connection with the type of the language. In paragraph 4 we shall discuss this problem in more detail. 
Opérations on languages and the proof of the Main Theorem
Proof: Let G 1 = (V, 7, P, S) be a grammar over 7. We may assume
is induced by identity on V{JY and by h on X; its inverse is induced by the inclusion
The class of languages with a Hotz-isomorphism is not closed under inverse homomorphism, see [2] , Th. 6,(ii). Theorem 4 tells us that, at least, the inverse image h~x{L) of a language with a Hotz-isomorphism L has a grammar whose Hotz monoid (Hotz group resp.) is X-isomorphic to that of L. But Theorem 4 tells us more. Although, in gênerai, Proof: Since h is surjective, for all y e Y there is a letter xeX with h(x)=y. Thus we may define a mapping g;Y-+X such that hg = id Y . Let X l = a\ph(h~1(L)) and y^alpt^L) be the alphabets of letters occurring in the corresponding languages. It follows from the formula hg = id Y that the restriction of h to Xf is surjective onto Yf. We next show that
is cancellative, we see that x and gh(x) describe the same element in C^/fc" 1 (L)).
. Again, by the formula hg = id y we see that g', and hence A': 
is a grammar for L^Xf with a Hotz-isomorphism over X x then G = (V, X, P, 5) is equivalent to G x and it has a Hotz-isomorphism over X Conversely, let G = (V, X, P, S) be any grammar for LgZ* with a Hotz-isomorphism over X then G^CFU^aUlZ}, Z ls PU{Z -+ A \ X; A e X 2 }, S) where Z is a new symbol, is equivalent to G and it has a Hotz-isomorphism over X v D LEMMA 7: Let G l9 G 2 èe grammars over X. Then we effectively jïnd a grammar over Xgenerating the intersection L (GJHL (G 2 ), whose Hotz-monoid is X-isomorphic to the direct product M (G x ) x M (G 2 ).
Proof: Let X\ X" be two copies of X. Replacing the occurrences of xeX in the productions of G x and G 2 by the corresponding x'eX' and x"eX" respectively, we obtain grammars
which generate copies of the original languages L(G X ) and L(G 2 ). We may now assume that the sets V x , V 2 , X, X\ X" are pairwise disjoint. Define the grammar G = (V, X, P, S) by V=V X (JV 2 [JX'{JX"U{S} where 5 is a new symbol and Proof: Since Y*/R is finitely presented there exists a finite set 6 £ (V U X)* x (V U X)* such that p induces an X-isomorphism (VUX)*fPU8 = Y*/R. This set Qg(VUX)* x(VU-X)* is effectively given as follows:
We may lift p : M (G) -> 7*/,R to a homomorphism /?' : ( FU^O* ^ y*. Since K is finite, we find for each ysY a word s(y)£(V\JX)* such that y and //sOO dénote the same element in.Y*/R. We extend s to a homomorphisms: y* _> (KUA)*. Then we may take 
X-isomorphic to
CoROLLARY 9: Ler G l5 G 2 te gmmmars over X such that L{G 1 
)^L{G 2 ). Then we effectively find a grammar which générâtes L(G l ) and which has a Hotz monoid X-isomorphic to M(G
2 )- Proof: Since L(G x ) -L(G x )nL(G 2 )
Let yel* be any word such that fp x (L)s{p Y h(v)}.
(Note, if L = 0 then we can take any word and if L#0 then we can take any word veL. If L is known to be non-empty then such a word can be found effectively.)
Define a grammar G t by G x = ( { S}, 7, {S -• h (v)} U R U R ~ \ 5). Obviously, M(G!) is canonically X-isomorphic to y*/R, further it holds By Theorem 4 there is another grammar G 2 which générâtes
we find 5 by Corollary 9, a grammar G with L(G) = L such that M(G) is X-isomorphic to M(G 2 )
. This is the final step in the proof of Theorem 1. •
Hotz-isomorphisms on cancellative level
Corollaries 2 and 3 gave purely intrinsic characterizations for languages with a Hotz-isomorphism on monoid level and on group level. For the cancellative level we have the following result. Define M'=Y*f(R\J{(y 9 v y )\yeY}) then M' is finitely presented and we obtain a factorization X*/L -» AT -» C(X*/L) where ƒ and g are surjective. Now, C (M') is X-isomorphic to C (X*/L) and the result follows by Theorem 1. Q Another characterization of languages with a Hotz-isomorphism on cancellative level can be given in terms of homomorphic images of sentential form languages. This class of languages is denoted by HIS and it was studied for example in Jantzen/Kudlek [7] . Another open question is the following: Let LgX* be a language with a Hotz isomorphism on group level. Is L such a language on cancellative level? The answer to the last question is "yes", provided VC\V^0
for some 0^i<j. [Since then C(alph(L)*/L) is a group]. In particular, this holds if XeL.
Context-sensitive grammars
In this paragraph we are concerned with the type of the grammar which can give a Hotz-isomorphism. If LgX* is a context-free language then any reduced context free grammar for L has a Hotz-isomorphism on cancellative level, see [4] Proof: Clearly, L is recursively enumerable; by Corollary 3 L is a language with a Hotz-isomorphism. Assume G = (V,X, P, S) would be a grammar for L with a Hotz-isomorphism where all rules in P have the following form (context sensitive with erasing):
Replace all these rules by the corresponding context-free productions A -* p. We obtain a context-free grammar G with H(G) = H (G) and L<=L (G). where \w\ x means the number of occurrences of a letter x in a word w. Then Theorem 12 applies to the context-sensitive language L.
•
We do not know whether a context-sensitive language L^X* has a context-sensitive grammar with a Hotz-isomorphism if F(X)/L is a context-free group [i. e., if F(X)/L has a free subgroup of finite index]. But we have a positive resuit for F(X)/L finite.
THEOREM 14: Let L^X* be a language such that F(X)/L is a finite group. Then there is a context-sensitive grammar with erasing (and without erasing if L is context-sensitivè), for L with a Hotz-isomorphism on group level.
Proof: Without restriction we have X^0-Let H = F(X)/L. Since H is a finite group, we have L^0. Let q:X* -• H the canonical morphism onto H and h o = q (w) e H for some vt > e L.
Let G = (V, X, P, S) be a grammar for L. It is well-known that we can assume all productions to have the following form: y^S^ypô, AeV, y, p,8e(njX)*.
We extend q:X*->H to a homomorphism g:
We also define a homomorphism •
n. UNDECIDABILITY RESULTS
The following results hold for Hotz-isomorphism on any level. The proofs are given for the monoid level, only. The other levels are handled completely analogously. The property of languages whether they are languages with a Hotz-isomorphism is clearly non-trivial; there are languages with a Hotzisomorphism, e. g. the empty ianguage, and context-sensitive languages without any Hotz-isomorphism, such as L = {a n b n c n d n \ n = 0}. Thus, by the Theorem of Rice, see e. g. [6] , Th. 8.6, it is undecidable whether a grammar générâtes a Ianguage with a Hotz-isomorphism. Similarly, it is undecidable whether the grammar itseif allows a Hotz-isomorphism. To see this, iet G = (F, X, P, S) be any grammar with X^0. Let Z be a new symbol and set G' = (FU{Z}, X, PU{Z~^A\x\X; AeV, xeX}, S).
We have L(G) = L(G') and M(G') = {1}. The grammar G' has a Hotzisomorphism if and only if X*/L(G) is the trivial monoid. This is undecidable, again by the Theorem of Rice. Thus, both questions whether a grammar générâtes a Ianguage with a Hotz-isomorphism and whether a grammar has a Hotz-isomorphism are undecidable. However, the second question is semidecidable whereas the first one is not. 
G G G
Let us show that it is also semi-decidable whether the morphism i:X*/L(G)^>M(G) has a left-inverse. For a function f:V-*X* let f x \{V\JX)* -»X*/L(G) which is induced by f(A) for AeV and by the identity on X. Now, the morphism i has a left-inverse if and only if there is a function ƒ : V ^> X* such that f x {l)=f x {r) in X*/L(G) for all productions (/, r)eP. Since the defining relations for X*/L(G) are recursively enumerable and P is finite, the existence of such a function ƒ is semi-decidable.
The Theorem follows because the conjunction of two semi-decidable questions is semi-decidable again. In fact, we shall prove a stronger result, namely there is no such algorithm which is required to work correctly only on grammars producing finite nonempty languages L c: X* where X*jL is trivial or the group with two éléments Z/2Z.
Proof: Let G be any grammar with terminal alphabet X. Choose any xeX. Then we effectively find a grammar G t such that
Of course, F(X)/L{G 1 ) = { 1} if xeL(G) and F(X)/L(G i )^Z/2Z
otherwise. Assume there would be such an algorithm as above. Since L(G 1 ) is finite and non-empty, we would obtain a grammar G' ± with //(Gi) = { 1} if xeL(G) and H (G;)^Z/2Z otherwise.
Since H(G[) is an effectively given finite présentation of a finite abelian group, we can décide whether this group is trivial or not. Thus, we could décide whether xeL(G) or not • THEOREM 18: Let X^0. There is no algorithm of the following type: If {v ls i; 2 }g=L(G) this algorithm may produce any garbage or it may fail to terminate. However, since the question {1^, v 2 }^L(G) is semi-decidable, we could find another algorithm which always terminâtes with values 1 or 2 on input G such that the output 1 implies L (G) ^ {v^} and the output 2 implies L (G) # {v 2 }. Let ƒ (G) = 1 or 2 according to the output of this algorithm. Then G^G f (G) is a computable function. By the well-known recursion theorem, see [6] , Thm. 8. 18, we have L(G)=^L(G f (G) ) for some grammar G. But by the définition of the grammars G± and G 2 this is impossible.
It takes a grammar G over X as input and ifF(X)/L(G) = F(G) = F(X) (i. e., L (G) contains at most one element) then it produces an output grammar G' such that L(G)~L(G / ) and H(G') is X-isomorphic to F(X), otherwise it may
• Remark: For the sake of completeness, let us mention that in the exotic case X^0 there exist such algorithms as demanded in Theorems 17 or 18. (Note, however, that the emptiness problem is still undecidable for grammars over an empty set of terminals.) Slightly more gênerai, if G is given and we know any word wel* such that L(G)g{vv>} [but we may ignore whether L(G) is empty or not], then we effectively find an equivalent grammar G' which has a Hotz-isomorphism. This may be seen by the proof to Theorem 1. 
(M(G))^C(M(G 2 )).
[However
C(M(G))^C(M(G i )) xC(M(G 2 )
) cannot be achieved in gênerai. This "context-sensitive version of Lemma 7" is wrong even on group level.]
We conclude a context-sensitive version of Corollary 9 on cancellative level, and from this we obtain Theorem 14 for context-free groups.
